Exact quantum scattering calculation of transport properties for free radicals: OH(X2Π)-helium.
Transport properties for OH-He are computed through quantum scattering calculations using the ab initio potential energy surfaces determined by Lee et al. [J. Chem. Phys. 113, 5736 (2000)]. To gauge the importance of the open-shell character of OH and the anisotropy of the potential on the transport properties, including the collision integrals Ω((1,1)) and Ω((2,2)), as well as the diffusion coefficient, calculations were performed with the full potential, with the difference potential V(dif) set to zero, and with only the spherical average of the potential. Slight differences (3%-5%) in the computed diffusion coefficient were found between the values obtained using the full potential and the truncated potentials. The computed diffusion coefficients were compared to recent experimental measurements and those computed with a Lennard-Jones (LJ) 12-6 potential. The values obtained with the full potential were slightly higher than the experimental values. The LJ 12-6 potential was found to underestimate the variation in temperature as compared to that obtained using the full OH-He ab initio potential.